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Press release – embargoed until June 4, 2012 

 

Phonak expands its unique CROS portfolio: More solu tions for single sided 
deafness 

Two new Phonak CROS form factors set standards in longer battery life and reliability  

Stäfa, Switzerland (June 4, 2012) – Phonak presents  two new solutions, Phonak CROS H2O and 
Phonak CROS 13,  as the latest additions to its well-established and  unique CROS portfolio for 
single sided deafness. Based on the innovative Phon ak Spice+ platform, this expanded 
product offering addresses the needs of end-users w ho don’t want to compromise on battery 
lifetime and reliability.  
 
Single sided deafness means having unaidable hearing in one ear and better hearing in the other. 
Fitting these kind of losses has always been a challenge, Phonak has since long been dedicated to 
providing an effective solution for people suffering from those type of hearing losses. Based on the 
Phonak Spice+ platform, the Phonak CROS (Contralateral Routing of Signals) solution is the only one 
that ensures full bandwidth of audio transmission between the ears and therefore offers the best 
possible sound quality to its users. Now, the Phonak CROS portfolio has been expanded with two new 
solutions, both of which are cosmetically attractive and offer the reliability that Phonak is renowned for. 
These new products are compatible with all wireless hearing aids in the Spice+ portfolio. “Our two new 
product enhancements, Phonak CROS H2O and Phonak CROS 13, provide truly satisfying solutions 
for wearers with one-sided hearing with state-of-the-art technology in terms of battery lifetime and 
reliability”, says Maarten Barmentlo, GVP Marketing of Phonak. “With the addition of these new 
products, the entire Phonak CROS portfolio together with the wireless Spice+ instruments can be 
combined in more than 300 ways offering ultimate flexibility.” 
 
Highest standards for water and dust resistance 
 
One new member of the Phonak CROS family is the perfect choice for those seeking exceptional 
performance during all daily activities. Thanks to the robust M H2O behind-the-ear (BTE) housing, the 
Phonak CROS H2O provides the industry’s highest standards for water and dust resistance (with IP67 
certification). The size 13 battery practically doubles the battery lifetime. A host of retention options 
guarantee a secure fit while keeping the ear open and comfortable. Together with a water-resistant 
Spice+ hearing aid on the better ear, it is the first ever water-resistant CROS system.  
 
Best choices in terms of cosmetic appeal, sound qua lity and battery life 
 
The other new form factor, Phonak CROS 13, is the perfect fit for people who desire longer battery life 
in a cosmetically attractive custom solution. Various in-the-ear (ITE) CROS transmitter styles with a 
size 13 battery provide more choice.  
 
The new Phonak CROS solutions are extremely easy to connect and fit with Phonak TargetTM 2.1 
fitting software. Based on the Spice+ platform, Phonak CROS ensures full bandwidth of audio 
transmission with the best possible sound quality. With all of these benefits the expanded Phonak 
CROS portfolio offers, people with single sided deafness the opportunity to spontaneously enjoy all 
situations in life.  
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About Phonak  
Headquartered near Zurich, Switzerland, Phonak, a member of the Sonova Group, has developed, produced and 
globally distributed state-of-the-art hearing systems and wireless devices for more than 60 years. The 

combination of expertise in hearing technology, mastery in acoustics and strong cooperation with hearing care 
professionals allows Phonak to significantly improve people’s hearing ability and speech understanding and 
therefore their quality of life.  

 
Phonak offers a complete range of digital hearing instruments, along with complementary wireless communication 
systems. With a worldwide presence, Phonak drives innovation and sets new industry benchmarks regarding 

miniaturization and performance.  
 
For more information, please visit www.phonakpro.com and www.phonak.com and or contact: 

 
 
Audrey Jourdan Modarres 
Corporate Communication 
Tel:  +41 (0)58 928 01 01 
Email: audrey.jourdan@phonak.com  

 
Phonak AG 
Laubisrütistrasse 28 

CH - 8712 Stäfa 
Tel:  +41 (0)58 928 01 01 
Fax: +41 (0)58 928 20 11 

www.phonak.com 
 
 

Phonak – Life is on 
We are sensitive to the needs of everyone who depends on our knowledge, ideas and care. And by creatively 
challenging the limits of technology, we develop innovations that help people hear, understand and experience 
more of life’s rich soundscapes.  

 
Interact freely. Communicate with confidence. Live without limit. Life is on. 


